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• The intention of this survey is to understand the current  
mindset of Chinese people regarding European travel, 
especially as the lockdown in China has been slowly 
dismissed in the last few  weeks.

• The survey focuses on the willingness of travel to Europe, 
the elements of the decision making process after Covid-19, 
and how shopping behaviour may change due to concerns 
about the Chinese economy.

• An on-line survey was conducted using a Chinese survey 
tool, Wenjuanxing. The questionnaire was in Chinese, and 
active between 17th April and 24th April, 2020.

• In total, there were 149 responses, and of these 132 were 
valid. This report is based on the valid responses.

• The responses came from 36 Chinese cities, including first 
tier cities (Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou) as well as much 
smaller cities all over China, such as Rizhao, Taicang, 
Wulumuqi and Xiamen. Most of the respondees believe they 
are middle-class with solid income (34.09%). 

Among the respondents, there were 49 males (37.12%) and 

83 females (62.88%); the age range was from 20 to 70 
years, and the majority of the respondents were aged 20 to 
29 (35.6%) and 30 to 39 (28.8%).

Overview 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rizhao
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taicang
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%9Cr%C3%BCmqi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xiamen
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Chapter 1: The Changes

• Safety in the current context: the situation of covid-19, in the 

destination would directly lead to cancelling the decision to travel.

• Anti-Chinese feeling or discrimination against 
Asians or Chinese in the destination would heavily impact 

travel intention.

• Chinese policy about overseas travel would make a difference to 
the travel decision.

• Discount travel (flights, hotel, shopping, etc.), visa application policy 
and currency rate, are listed as key elements in travel motivation. Tourists to 

Europe are more price sensitive.
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Safety is the priority!
• The covid-19 situation in the destination country is the 

element of most concern for travel.

• 86.36% of respondents listed the virus control or risk of 
infection in the destination as impacting their plan of 

visiting Europe. More than half the respondents (50.76%) 
would travel if covid-19 were well controlled in the 

destination, however 68.94% of the respondents would 
CANCEL their plan to travel if the epidemic were NOT under 
control. 

• In other words, safety, in the current context, the situation 
of the epidemic in the destination, would directly influence 
the decision to travel. 

• Meanwhile, anti Chinese feeling or discrimination 
against Asian people (green arrows) in the destination 
would be a concern for travellers, because it would directly 
impact their safety and experience of the trip.

The top elements impacting on European travel intention

The top motivations for travel to Europe

The top elements leading to travel cancellation
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The policies & financial situation

• In China there is a global pandemic policy: forced isolation for 14 days (some regions 28 days). 59.85% of the responses said that travel intention 
would be influenced by this policy. This is a reflection of the respondents, who are mainly young students or employees whose holiday time is strictly 
limited (green arrows).

• The policy of the destination including the visa application procedure impacts travel intention (30.3%). A simplified visa application would motivate 

European travel (6.82%) and if the procedure were more complicated it would lead to cancellation (6.06%) (blue arrows).

The top elements impacting European travel intention
The top motivations for travel to Europe

The top elements leading to travel cancellation

• The global pandemic’s impact on the economy is the final concern reflected in  

the travel intention. 32.58% expressed concern about the financial situation, 

and 5.3% of respondents would cancel their trip due to this. Meanwhile, 
discounts on flights, hotels and shopping would directly motivate travel 

(15.15%). 30.3% of the respondents admit that a discount would impact 

their travel intention, along with a beneficial currency rate (22.73%). This 
means travellers become more cautious about price when they decide if they 
are going to travel (red arrows).
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Chapter 2: Spending

The budget allocation will NOT change much during travel.

Flight, accommodation and food will still be the top 

three areas of spending after the global pandemic.

Entertainment spending will be more cautious.

Tax free policy will impact on shopping decision MORE 

than before.
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Travel budget allocation changes

81.06% of the respondents do not think their travel 
budget allocation will change.

However, the top travel budget spend changes from 
accommodation before the pandemic to flight 
tickets (note: FEMALES still put accommodation over 
flight tickets). This shows that the desire to travel is 
still strong, but spending will be cut and tourists will 
spend less on their own comfort. 

Before Pandemic

accommodation

flight tickets

restaurant

Tickets for museums, landmarks, festivals

Transportation tickets inside the destination

Shopping, including luxury goods

Souvenir shopping

After Pandemic

The spending on visiting museums, galleries, 
landmarks and festivals will drop, which is an 
alarming sign for the cultural institutions which rely 
heavily on tourists. When the Chinese tourists come 
back, they might not be as willing to pay for visits as 
before.
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Tax Free matters!

Strongly agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Whether there is a tax free refund during shopping will directly lead to the decision to purchase.

The tax free refund rate will decide how much I want to spend in the store.

The tax free refund method will impact on my impulse for consumption.

After the pandemic, I will study tax free policy more carefully.

After the pandemic, the tax free policy in the travel destination will lead to a travel decision.

67.42% of the respondents had experienced tax free shopping before.

o Tax free shopping not only matters, but matters 
MORE than before the pandemic. More than half of 
the respondents agreed that tax free shopping will 

impact their consumption decision (50.76%) and

the consumption amount (56.82%), and 55.3%
of the respondents believe a tax free refund would 

impact their impulse for consumption. For first time 
travellers, tax free shopping matters even MORE, 
66.66%, 66.67% and 66.67%, respectively.

o Even though tax policy is not the direct motivation 
for travel, it certainly impacts on the spending during 
travel. As financial concerns increase, travellers 
become more price sensitive, and tax free shopping 
will play an even more important role in encouraging 
consumption. The trustworthy and familiar method 
of tax refund would be a positive plus.

o It is worth noticing that female respondents are 

LESS sensitive to price differences.
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Chapter 3: Information Sources

Ctrip is the MOST influential travel information source. 
Online travel information platforms still play a key role.

Before or after the pandemic, information sources are NOT 
massively affected.

After the pandemic, little red book (xiaohongshu) has been 
overtaken by qyer.com (qiong you, means poor travel), another sign 
of price sensitivity.

Word of mouth (friends’ recommendation) is heavily trusted 
as an information source. Tour guides, especially private ones, 
would play a key role in supplying information.
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Local On-line platforms WIN!

https://www.ctrip.com/

Word of mouth/friends recommendation

http://www.mafengwo.cn/

https://www.qunar.com/

https://www.qyer.com/

https://www.xiaohongshu.com/explore

https://www.airbnb.cn/

o Due to online information policies, Chinese social 
networks are very different from everywhere else, 

which leads to specific LOCAL information sources.
o Travel information (flight, accommodation) platforms 

like Ctrip and Qunar, and travel experience sharing 

forums like Mafengwo and Qyer are the most used  

online sources. Xiaohongshu, a rising network for 
users to share shopping experience, is becoming 
more than a luxury shopping reference, but also a  
travel information source.

o For the respondents who had previous European 
travel experience, the top three information sources 
were no different from others. But international 

platforms like Airbnb and booking.com rank 
significantly HIGHER among experienced travellers. 
Keeping connections with the previous customers 
would be a beneficial strategy.
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Word of mouth is the key!

o Among all the responses, word of mouth and friends’ 
recommendations are as important as Ctrip. 

o For first time travellers, packaged trips and word of mouth
are the top two sources. 

o If online travel experience sharing platforms are considered 
another form of word of mouth, it would be the most important 
source. Ignoring word of mouth would NOT be a wise strategy 
for the European tourism industry.

o Experienced tour guides, travel agencies, KOL in travel 
and experienced travellers could be good connections to 
deliver the travel and shopping information to Chinese tourists, 
especially first time travellers.

o Building good relationships with previous customers or 
visitors, as experienced travellers, can help spread information, 
and they show strong intentions of traveling again.
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Conclusion and Suggestions

➢ Safety concerns are the top priority for Chinese travellers. When Covid-19 is under control in Europe, the Chinese have a 
strong intention for European trips. After all, Europe is the “dream destination” for 31.06% of respondents.

➢ With a negative forecast for the global economy, Chinese tourists become MORE price sensitive than before. Female 

respondents do not show this as significantly, but first-time travellers do. Tax free services and discounts would be 
more attractive for Chinese tourists than before.

➢ An anti-Chinese atmosphere or discrimination against Asians would be considered unsafe and directly lead to 

cancellation of a journey. A tourist friendly environment needs to be well advertised.

➢ Tax free services will play a more important role in encouraging purchases among Chinese tourists, clearer signage, 

user friendly and trustworthy payment and tax refund methods would make a difference.

➢ Chinese local travel information platforms should be included in the reaching-out strategy after the global pandemic 

to effectively deliver information to travellers, especially first-time travellers. And tour guides, travel agencies, travel 
KOLs, as the most trusted information sources, contribute to travel and shopping decisions.

*Limitations: the sample of this survey is limited, the respondents do not include high net worth Individuals, which means the findings of this report only cover middle-
class millennials, not all Chinese tourists. But, as long tail theory shows, millennials will make a huge difference even though each one might not be the biggest buyer.
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